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ABSTRACT 

The problem of developing an optimum waterfront 

design for berthing nuclear submarines at the New London 

Submarine Base is treated primarily as an operational 

problem involving the interaction of the submarine with 

the physical environment of the channel. Preliminary 

investigation revealed that, of all the contributing 

elements, the presence of tidal currents is the single 

greatest deterrent to achievement of a successful landing. 

With due consideration of physical environment, servicing 

and operational logistics, and practicality of implementa- 

tion, it is deemed feasible to develop a berthing arrange- 

ment that will satisfy all of these constraints. To 

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution, a 

computer simulation experiment, of submarine landing, is 

developed and a parametric study is undertaken. Results 

show the optimum pier orientation and slip width appropri- 

ate to the present waterfront design. Additional experi- 

ments show that, for nuclear submarines, a sawtooth 

berthing arrangement is superior to the optimum conven- 

tional layout. 
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LIST OF NOTATION 

B 1        corresponds to submarine engine order of 

"back one-third" 

E_ .        corresponds to tugboat engine order of 

"back one-third" 

K added mass correction factor 

m mass of submarine 

N(u,6)      yaw moment due to rudder 

r angular speed about vertical axis of 

submarine 

t time 

u speed of submarine in direction of 

longitudinal axis 

v component speed of submarine in lateral 

direction 

x. and y.    various coefficients of quasi-steady 

hydrodynamic forces 

Y(u,6)       lateral force due to rudder 

6 rudder angle 

i> yaw angle 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Naval Facilities Engineering Command is engaged 

in a program of refurbishing the submarine berthing facilities 

on the Thames River at the Hew London Submarine Base. The 

purpose of renovation is to replace aging piers and in so 

doing to provide accommodation for a projected number of 

nuclear and conventional submarines as well as auxiliary 

miscellaneous vessels. The basic formula for redesign of 

berthing spaces involves removal of wooden piers and replace- 

ment with concrete successors that will be optimally oriented 

and spaced so as to minimize reported difficulties of achiev- 

ing ingress by nuclear submarines, without vitiating the 

constraints imposed by servicing requirements. 

To be sure, waterfront design is essentially an 

engineering problem, and if the Thames River were a static 

fluid environment, it would be a fairly straightforward 

problem. However, submarines attempting to "land" at 

assigned berths must first navigate the channel where tidal 

effects generate ebb and flow of currents which, coupled 

with the submarine's low forward speed, often complicates 

landing and may even make it a hazardous undertaking. Since 

it is not feasible to modify either the environment or the 

submarine, it is quite logical to examine the possibility 

that alteration of the waterfront layout will produce 

beneficial effects upon the berthing operation. 

The objective of the study undertaken by OCEANICS, 
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Inc. is to determine the optimm pier arisatatioa aad slip 

width for ease* of berthing« such information to bo 

input to final engineering design. In the first 

there are no restrictions on the solution other 

mental factors that affect the handling characteristics of 

nuclear submarines. Thus, at the outset» considerable lati- 

tude exists in optimizing orientation and width of slips 

even to the extent of introducing berthing concepts that 

depart radically from the present waterfront arrangement 

which is shown in the frontispiece. However, it would be 

naive? if not wasteful, to completely ignore the practical 

aspects of the situation. Such factors as: cost, prescribed 

minimum number of berths, servicing requirements, and existing 

permanent piers, must certainly be considered. 

In order to develop a realistic approach to the 

problem, the first step was to acquire an understanding of 

all its aspects and this necessitated the gathering and 

evaluation of data and information pertinent to the problem. 

When the environmental, operational, logistic, and practical 

factors were considered collectively, possible alternative 

solutions were revealed. These solutions comprised: 1) changes 

in slip width and orientation of piers with respect to present 

design, 2) development of a "sawtooth" berthing arrangement, 

3) combinations of these two solutions. 

The problem was subsequently reformulated to comprise 
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study of the spatial requirements for landing of tug-assisted 

SSH and SSBK-type submarines, for conditions 1) and 2) above, 

in a variety of currents, and for consideration of multiple 

berthing. The mechanism for evaluating the effects of proposed 

variations in layout is a computer experiment that simulates 

submarine landing for the specified conditions. The end result 

is an estimate of optimum spacing and orientation of piers 

as regards the two basic types of solutions mentioned above. 

This report describes the way in which the study 

was developed and carried out and the results that were 

obtained. From the conclusions, recommendations for imple- 

mentation are given that will hopefully be useful in final 

redesign of the waterfront at the Hew London Submarine Base. 

COLLECTION OF DATA AKD BASIC IHFORHATIOK 

Initially, the problem was defined in terns of easina 

the berthing difficulties of two classes of nuclear submarines 

(SSN 637, SSBN 616), by studying their maneuvering character- 

istics in different environmental conditions [1].* In this 

way, it would be possible to determine the optimum pier angle 

for ingress and egress and to optimize the distance between 

piers for single or multiple berthing. However, it was 

*See list of REFERENCES at end of text. 
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recognized that the submarine could not be treated as a system 

independent of the human hand that guided it. In fact, the 

notion that a landing problem exists was inspired by the 

operator; it follows that solution of the problem must 

necessarily satisfy the operator. Consequently, the first 

step was to not only collect whatever data was available on 

the oceanographic environment and on the handling character- 

istics of the submarines involved, but to extract and assemble 

pertinent information from all those people connected with 

the operation so that the nature of the problem could be 

clearly defined. In these endeavors, personnel of the Haval 

Facilities Engineering Command were most helpful. Their 

assistance in arranging for key interviews at the submarine 

base has resulted in identification of the parameters 

involved so that a meaningful solution could be sought. 

The interviews, although limited in number, were 

most productive, because different points of view were 

expressed by such people as: submarine captains and crews, 

tugboat operators, public works officials, logistics support 

personnel, and the base commander. In addition, OCEANICS 

personnel were permitted to observe a nuclear submarine 

landing (USS TINOSA, SSN 606) and this was most instructive. 

The following is a distillation of all the general 

information and data that was collected. 

DCEANICfrr 
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of a current t—i£n  to corplicate a berth- 

reqeires the submarine to turn bean-to 

el axis, is cedar to achieve ingress. Furthernore, 

»triction to slack-water landing is an opera- 

choice of convenience, not a reqoirenent.  In fact, 

it has been established täat solution of the problem should 

sacor^as« channel navigation at any tiiae. Hence,  the effect 

<r*  current is potentially acre significant than even considered 

initially. 

It cas the general opinion of the subnarine and 

tugboat operators that: 1) the currents encountered were 

of greater Magnitude than the published tables indicated, 

2) whatever currents were there Bade landings difficult, 

3) any berthing arrangement that would eliminate current 
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OB the bear- upon approaching the berth, would be benefi- 

cial, 4; £09, vine, and channel traffic are secondary 

hazards that do net evoke too noch concern, as«! 5} daylight 

and tide are routine operational constraints. 

Operational Factors 

It*,  handling of a nuclear submarine to gain ingress 

at any of the piers is an intricate maneuver that is always 

and often -ug-assisted. To obtain first-hand 

o± just what is involved in berthing a nuclear 

», the leading of the OSS TIDOSA iSSU  606) was 

witnessed fron one ©f the assisting tugs and fron the berthing 

pier. Two tugs were involved; one aoored at the bow of 

tae submarine, the other standing by because it could not 

successfully negotiate a »coring at the stern. The landing, 

on tfce south side of pier 13, was skillfully supervised by 

a jsmior officer under the watchful eye of the captain. 

However, it was made clear that that particular landing was 

the exception rather than the rule, since there was absolutely 

no discernible current present. He were assured that the nick- 

cane "Ulcer Gulch" fcr the Thanes channel was not to be taken 

lightly. Subsequently, a meeting was held with the captain and 

his staff asd additional information en berthing was obtained. 

It appears that backing out of a berth is not a 

major operational factor, because tugs are always available 
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to provide lateral restraint (which is a problem) and to 

assist in turning. The approach to the berth is accom- 

plished by the submarine which, in effect, carries the 

tug(s) along. Depending on the current flow and the side 

of the pier assigned, the tug may or may not be called 

upon for assistance. In the case of the TINOSA, the tug 

was used in mid-turn to provide an extra kick to bring 

the submarine about. 

From the preceding observations, which were 

acknowledged in the interviews, it appears that submarine 

berthing is an art that depends upon the skill of the 

handler, his knowledge of the ship, assessment of channel 

conditions, and ability to employ the tugs affectively. 

In general, it was ascertained that no two officers follow 

the same landing pattern and that, in fact, the same 

officer would not be likely to land the same way twice in 

succession, because the environment was never precisely the 

same.    Elimination of the effect of channel current was 

hailed as the greatest potential relief to the landing 

problem. 

In a more practical vein, it was mentioned by one 

captain that a modicum of improvement could be achieved by 

the simple expedient of tapering the ends of the slips. 

Even a few more feet of clearance at the entrance to the 

berth would be welcome. All those interviewed asked for 
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more space between slips and the base commander simply 

suggested removal of every other pier. There was no 

particular enthusiasm for nesting submarines, even if 

more space were provided. 

The possibility of berthing parallel to the 

current was well received and led to one suggestion that the 

most desirable landing would involve tying up to a structure 

in mid-stream and then automatic berthing achieved by a 

round-house-like system of tracks. Although such a solution 

is not practical, it became clear that operating personnel 

take berthing quite seriously and have given thought to 

means of alleviating the difficulties of this aspect of sub- 

marine handling. 

Coincident with the interviews, a survey wajs- 

?,ade of existing data on submarine maneuvering and/or 

analytical methods of assessing handling on the surface. 

The search covered work done at the David Taylor Ilodel Basin, 

the llaval Training Devices Center, Stevens Institute of 

Technology and the open literature. It appears that very 

little has been done in this area of operation and this 

is due, for the most part, to the enormous variability in 

the handling skill of tha man in charge.  In addition to 

the human factor, the arbitrary use of "instant power" 

from a tug makes it even more difficult to assess precisely 

submarine maneuverability in the Thames channel. 

OCEANIC^ 
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Finally, there was general agreement that small 

changes in slip angle would probably not materially affect 

landing, so long as the current still plagued the submarine. 

Moreover, since the current reversed direction periodically, 

it was not obvious that the present orientation was optimum 

particularly for nuclear submarines. 

Logistic and Practical Factors 

The very first set of interviews provided a some- 

what better grasp of what the submarine was up against and 

suggested a new tack to the investigation. Since there was 

an apparent problem in berthing, it was decided to provide 

the interviewees with alternative solutions that might be 

appealing. On the other hand, the cure might be worse than 

the disease and this knowledge could act as good counsel 

for the proposed renovations [4] now being considered. 

Consequently, several new design concepts were 

evolved that took no account of the Havy's thinking in the 

matter nor even that piers 10, 12 and 13 were already 

permanently installed, and that pier 6 was presently scheduled 

for replacement. These designs are shown in Figures 1-4 

and the single principle which guided their conception was 

avoidance of current on the beam by providing ingress 

parallel to the channel. 

Figures 1 and 2 are baeically the same, showing 
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stall berthing, in one case single, in the other multiple; 

Figures 3 and 4 are also basically the same, showing sawtooth 

berthing with more berths provided in Figure 3. The stall 

berthing concept may also be viewed as extending only south 

of pier 10, in deference to the existing concrete piers. 

The tugboat operators were not impressed with the 

limited maneuvering room in thz  stall-berthing designs. 

Furthermore, the officer responsible for supplying services 

was ruite unhappy with the stall-berthing idea, in general, 

because an entire pier (with as many as a dozen submarines 

tied up) would be incapacitated whenever nuclear weapons 

or liquid oxygen was handled. Also, it was noted that a mass 

evacuation would be chaotic. The stall berthing in Figure 2 

was even more objectionable, because the nested submarines 

would have to be serviced over the bow and this was considered 

to be virtually impossible. However, it was conceded that 

landing in the stall berthing of Figure 1 would be desirable 

if the bay were widened, if more space were provided between 

slips and if the servicing and traffic requirements could 

be met. 

The sawooth berthing concepts, shown in Figures 3 

and 4, were also greeted with mixed reactions. There were 

some qualms about threading a channel lined with submarines 

although the objection waned somewhat when it was proposed 

to increase the distance between the quay wall and the "island' 

OCEANIC^ 
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To answer the objection that loading of nuclear weapons or 

liquid oxygen could tie up the whole "island", a second 

bridge, at the opposite end (Figure 4) was proposed. However, 

the notion of one bridge, let alone two, brought a chilly 

response from the Public Works Department.  In general, saw- 

tooth berthing on the quay wall was well received; addition 

of the island was not. 

As a compromise, consider Figure 5 which shows 

multiple sawtooth berthing on the quay wall. The problem of 

current effects is greatly reduced and the logistics of 

servicing does not appear to be violated.  In the space now 

occupied by piers 1-8, ten nuclear submarines could be 

berthed; this appears to satisfy future requirements for 

such spaces [4]. 

FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

The problem of berthing nuclear submarines at the 

New London Submarine Base was initially conceived, for the 

purposes of this study, as oceanographic-hydrodynamic in 

nature. However, when operational, logistic, and engineering 

constraints were brought into proper perspective, it was 

determined that the originally proposed procedure could be 

improved to provide a practical and useful solution to the 

problem. 
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The basis for the approach used in this study was 

the collected impression obtained from evaluation of all the 

information garnered on the problem and presented in the pre- 

vious secr.ion. As might be expected, there was some variation 

in the personal opinions of individuals regarding the importance 

of particular aspects. However, there was unanimity on the 

key elements of the problem and, coupled with the environmental 

data, the following conclusions on the nature of the problem 

were drawn. 

1. Environmental factors such as: current, wind, fog, 

rain, traffic, tide, and channel geometry all influence the 

way in which a nuclear submarine is landed. Current is 

considered to be the single most important adversary and 

makes tug attendance mandatory and serious damage a definite 

possibility. This problem exists despite the fact that all 

nuclear submarine landings are virtually restricted to slack 

water and daylight hours. If there were no current whatsoever, 

the other environmental factors probably would be rated as 

no more than nuisances. The condition that nuclear submarines, 

in the future, will be required to land during any stage of 

current ebb or flood will magnify the problem considerably. 

2. Since the primary current is tidal in nature, and 

therefore reverses itself, there should be little choice 

between berthing on the north or south side of any pier. 

However, due to present pier orientation, a south-side 
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landing is generally preferred. This reinfovces the notion 

that present pier orientation is not optimum. 

3. Egress is not a significant problem for nuclear sub- 

marines, as long as tug assistance is available for lateral 

restraint. 

4. Although every landing is different, one may usually 

assume that, with respect to the present pier orientation, 

the submarine is aligned parallel to the axis of the pier, 

upon approach. It is displaced, either north or south of the 

pier, depending on current direction, and a distance depending 

upon human judgment of the drift rate. The tugs are quite 

efficient in turning the submarine but are not as effective 

in changing the lateral inertia due to the current. Conse- 

quently, small changes in pier orientation will not materially 

alter the lateral force component of the current and therefore 

do little to ease landing difficulty. On the other hand, large 

changes in slip orientation, such as recommended in the saw- 

tooth concept (Figures 3 - 5) would permit ingress nearly 

parallel to the current and are likely to result in considerable 

relaxation of the difficulties that arise when even a small 

component of the current is on the beam. 

5. If radical redesign is not feasible, a first order of 

improvement can be achieved by arbitrarily increasing slip 

width and by tapering the ends of piers to provide additional 

clearance, or, at least, buffering the pier ends. 

"DCEANICS^ 
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From the foregoing, a case has been presented for 

redesign of the waterfront, according to the sawtooth concept, 

as a means of berthing nuclear submarines more easily and 

safely. Figure 5 shows the kind of arrangement that is 

likely to be effective. Because of the expected ease of 

landing in this case, multiple berthing is considered to be 

feasible. 

It should be understood that Figure 5 is conceptual 

and implies no recommendation for final engineering design 

as regards location, dimensions, or extent of the sax/tooth. 

The layout as shown does, however, recognize that major 

alteration above pier 9 is undesirable. Furthermore, as 

arranged, there would be room for 10 nuclear submarines, and 

this satisfies the requirement for 9 such berths [4], There 

seems to be no obvious objection to the sawtooth from a 

servicing viewpoint and, with respect to construction, it 

may conceivably be less costly than "conventional" piers. 

In order to verify these preliminary conclusions, 

a comprehensive computer-simulation experiment was undertaken. 

The objectives of the experiment are to determine the optimum 

slip width and pier orientation, for the conventional arrange- 

ment, and to evaluate the effectiveness of the sawtooth 

arrangement in achieving a landing. 

For the purpose of experimentation, both SSK and 

SSBN submarine forms were considered. The experimental 
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paraneters included: current magnitude and direction, pier 

orientation, and initial forward speed of the submarine. 

Variables applied subjectively were: rudder angle, to 

maintain submarine heading; tug power, to minimize trajectory 

drift; and ship power to change forward speed. In the 

following sections, the computer experiment is described 

in detail and the results are discussed and final conclu- 

sions and recommendations are given. 

DEVELOPHEHT OF COHPOTSR KXPERII1EHT 

Before discussing the details of the computer 

simulation of submarine cocking, it is essential to out- 

line the various hydrodynamic and structural character- 

istics of nuclear submarines as well as standard fleet-type 

submarines. Nuclear submarines of the SSI! and SSBi-i classes 

are slender streamlined forms, v/ith almost circular sections 

in the main hull envelope (except for appendages such as 

the sail, the missile deck, etc.), and they are single-screw 

vessels, with the propeller located aft of the horizontal 

and vertical stabilizing surfaces.  In addition, highly 

sophisticated and fragile sonar gear is located on the 

ship hull in the bow region, and care must be taken to avoid 

any damage to such equipment by impacts or other damaging 
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actions, as loss of sonar-capability will severely limit 

the military effectivenes~ of the submarine. 

The single-screw property of the nuclear sub

marine is the most significant feature that affects the 

submarine's maneuvering capability at low fon'lard speeds, 

in contrast to fleet-type sub~arine~ which are twin-screw 

ships. The stabilizing surfaces, the rudders, etc. on 

fleet-type submarines are usually located aft of the pro

pellers, so that these control surfaces are in the propeller 

race, thereby providing an augmentation of the local flm·r 

velocity past the co~trol surfaces and hence an increased 

control force. l'_nother feature of the t'\·dn-scre~-r installa

tion is the ability to separately control the thrust of each 

screw, so that longitudinal forces in opposite directions 

can be generated by the scre1;:1s, 't-rhich then results in a 

yaHing mOinent. Thus, a t'\·Tin-scre\'1 fleet-type boat can 

"twist» itself around without any external vehicle providing 

assistance; its heading is therefore directly controllable 

by the sub!!l.arine itself by virtue of the t\-ro effects 

described above. In direct contrast to this, the single 

screw nuclear submarine cannot use longitudinal thrust 

from the propeller to achieve any significant heaQing change, 

so th~t the rudder control effectiveness is only dependent on 

the fon1ard sneed, '"i th a slight influence of the local 

propeller-induced velocity field. From the foregoing 
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discussion, it is easy to see the need for tug assistance 

«hen landing a nuclear submarine in the presence of a 

large environmental disturbance such as a current, and 

with the attendant requirement for low forward speed. 

Hithin the framework of the capabilities of 

nuclear submarines, as described above, a computer simu- 

lation study was carried out in order to verify these 

qualitative characteristics of nuclear submarine maneu- 

verability in the landing operation, and to apply the 

various control inputs necessary to achieve a successful 

landing in the face of various disturbances due to currents, 

The required inputs, their effects on the submarine trajec- 

tory, and the significance of such behavior in terms of 

pier orientation and spacing are found from this method 

of simulation, and the methods, assumptions, etc. used 

in that phase of work are described in the following. 

for Solution of Probl« 

In —eking a solution by means of computer 

simulation, certain assumptions are made initially as to 

the nature of the environment and the properties of 

system» such as the tugs. Geometrical and 

restrictions are also considered, in a study of 

this type, and the particular numerical values are selected 
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as representative for the purposes of the particular mathe- 

matical analysis and simulation. 

For this study, it was assumed that the current 

direction was parallel to the shoreline and that the mag- 

nitudes of the currents extended to a maximum of 3 kts for 

ebb currents and 2 kts for flood currents. The submarine 

is assumed to be traveling initially at a forward speed 

of 3 kts just after it nakes its turn from the middle of 

the channel and starts to head towards one of the presently 

existing piers. The location of the submarine is assumed 

to be at a distance corresponding to one body length from 

the end of the pier where this turn is made, and that 

instant corresponds to time zero in the computer run. 

The current is assvmed to be uniform over the 

entire extent of the channel (i.e constant magnitude), 

but it is assumed that "quiescent" water exists between 

the piers and that the submarine no longer "feels" the 

current from the time that the submarine CG reaches the 

end of the pier until a final landing is achieved. However, 

whatever velocity the submarine has at the instant it reaches 

this "quiescent" water region will remain as essentially 

an "initial condition" for the computations while the sub- 

marine is within the confines of two adjacent piers. This 

transition between "current present" and "no current" is 

only considered in analyzing conditions appropriate to 

the presently existing pier systen, and it is not applied 
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when considering the sawtooth pier design, although the 

sawtooth may also have a mitigating effect on the current 

in certain cases. 

Ilhen considering the sawtooth pier configuration, 

the submarine forward speed is different from that assumed 

for the conventional pier landing case. For an ebb current, 

the initial submarine forward speed is assumed to be such 

that a net ground speed of 3 kts is achieved, and hence a 

relatively larger forward speed is selected for the submarine 

itself relative to its own inertial reference frame. For 

example, in a 2 kt ebb current, the submarine will have an 

effective speed of 5 kts in its own reference frame. Simi- 

larly, in a flood current, the same net ground speed of 

3 kts is assumed for the initial ship speed condition, 

corresponding to a relatively low forward speed to be main- 

tained by the submarine in its own reference frame. 

In carrying out the computer simulation, a run 

is terminated when the net vector velocity of the subma- 

rine is less than 0.20 ft./sec., so that the ship is 

effectively brought to rest and avoids any impacts with the 

piers in the terminal state. Another operational constraint 

incorporated in this computer study is an allowance for a 

IS second time celay for attaining the final steady state 

propeller thrust of the submarine following an engine 

far change of propeller rpn. Thir change in thrust 
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is brought about continuously during the 15 second time 

period to provide a realistic measure of continuity in 

force development. The tug thrust changes are assumed to 

occur almost instantaneously, in comparison to ship power 

changes, and hence no time delay is considered for applica- 

tion of tug forces to the submarine. 

Uith regard to the tug force characteristics, 

some information concerning the present tugs at the Kew 

London Submarine Base was obtained during discussion with 

the tugboat operators. The specific information received 

included physical dimensions of the two different tugs, 

displacements, shaft horsepower, etc. and from this data a 

single composite tug characteristic was derived. Assumption 

of an average SUP of 900 HP at a maximum speed of 12 kts, 

and allowance for the thrust deduction factor and an approxi- 

mate ratio between EHP and SUP, resulted in a value of 19,400 

lb. of thrust as a maximum for each tug. Uith propeller 

2 
thrust taken proportional to (rpm) , the thrust force 

«2     " 
developed at the 3- bell was estimated to be 14,900 lb. and 

"1    ■ 7,500 lb. at the •*> bell , with the same magnitudes assumed 

to apply for both forward and reverse conditions. These 

estimates are expected to be of the correct order of magni- 

tude and hence directly applicable in the present simulation 

study. 

When considering power, thrust, etc. for the 
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nuclear submarines, it was assumed that the same basic 

nuclear powerplant was installed in each type of sub- 

marine (SSN or SSBN). Thus it is to be expected that 

reversing the propeller on an SSBN submarine will be 

somewhat less effective in reducing the submarine forward 

speed, as compared to the SSN case, because of the larger 

mass of the SSBN submarines. 

Although SSBN submarines are considered in 

this study, there is presently no plan for berthing such 

submarines at the New London Submarine Base. However, in 

the interest of long range planning for expanded utiliza- 

tion of the base, this class of nuclear submarine is 

included. 

Uithin the computer simulation study, no effects 

of wind are considered, since there is very little exposed 

surface of the submarine and no significant force is 

developed from such a relatively low density fluid. Another 

environmental factor, i.e. the possibility of eddying flow 

near the pier ends and/or within the pier spaces, has been 

neglected in this study due to lack of precise information 

on such flow characteristics. 

Mathematical Simulation of Submarine Response 

In order to simulate mathematically the trajectory 

of a submarine in the docking maneuver, it is necessary to 
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have an appropriate set of equations of motion. These 

equations must provide for: varying forward speed, pro- 

peller force alteration, effects of externally applied forces 

by means of tugs, etc. Since low forward speed is necessary 

in this case, the usual form of ship motion equations [5], 

which is based on linearizing various motion perturbations 

relative to a large constant forward speed, is not appli- 

cable. An allowance for significant nonlinear hydrodynamic 

force and moment terms must be made, and values of the 

applicable numerical coefficients determined by estimates 

based on theoretical guidance or from model experiments. 

A fortunate set of circumstances allowed use of model test 

data, together with an equation formulation obtained from 

such data, which was originally prepared for development of 

a training device [3],  The model tested was not precisely 

identified as corresponding to any particular nuclear 

submarine class, but was representative of a general modern 

attack-type nuclear submarine. Accordingly, the data 

presented in [6] was used to represent the physical and the 

hydrodynamic characteristics of SSK submarines in this study. 

The equations, which are based on a mathematical fit of the 

hydrodynamic force and moment data obtained in the model 

experiments of [6], are also directly adapted and applied 

in the present investigation. 

The axis system and reference frames are chosen 
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similar to that in [6], with an inertial frame chosen in 

the fluid and moving with the constant current; this fluid 

frame in turn is parallel to the fixed inertial reference 

frame which is fixed at some point on the "ground". Thus, 

resultant velocities with respect to the "ground" are 

determined by vector addition of components, and the time 

integrals of these velocities give the actual space trajec- 

tories of the submarine relative to the fixed inertial 

reference frame. The particular fixed inertial reference 

frame chosen for this study is shown in Figure 6, where 

the origin of coordinates is taken to be the desired loca- 

tion of the submarine CG relative to the pier, i.e. the 

final destination point assuming a perfect landing. 

The equations of motion of the submarine (with 

respect to body axes) are expressed in terms of the vari- 

ables u, v and r, which represent the axial velocity (u) 

of the submarine along its longitudinal axis; the lateral 

velocity (v) along a direction perpendicular to the longi- 

tudinal axis of the submarine; and the angular velocity 

(r) about an axis normal to the plane of the water surface 

and the ship axes. The yaw angle i|< is given by 

* =J r dt + i|»(0) (1) 
0 

Using the notation outlined in [6], the equations of motion 
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are expressed below, for the case where the ship axial speed 

is 3 kts or less. In some of the cases for the sawtooth-pier 

design, the axial velocity exceeds 3 kts; the same equations 

are assumed to be applicable. The equations are: 

Longitudinal Force Equation 

(m - Xu)u » XjU + X2u|u| + X3v
2 + X4vr 

+Qx66(u)32 + XE^)  + Xr <2> 

Lateral Force Equation 

f)v = KJ  Yxur + Y7v / |v|  +Ju2 + v2 J 

f Y(u,6)  + YE + YT (3) 

Yaw Moment Equation 

(ra " KDmV 

(Izz " KDmVr " KD 7r|r| + V(N8,/U
2
 + v2 + N9|: N, 

.2 
+ N10u + KUi 

VU ) 

u^ + vz '__ 

+ N(u,6) + NE + NT (4) 

where m is the submarine mass; K_ is an added mass correc- urn 

tion factor to account for shallow water influence; K_ is a 

factor that modifies the quasi-steady hydrodynamic force 

terms to account for the influence of shallow water depth; 

6 represents the rudder angle; the terms with E subscripts 

represent the respective force or moment due to propeller 

action in response to an engine order; terms with a T 

subscript represent the respective force or moment due to 
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the tugs; Y(u,6) and II(ur6)  are the lateral force and yaw 

moment contributions due to the rudder; and the various 

coefficients of quasi-steady hydrodynamic forces such as 

x^, Yj,  etc. are identified with specific numerical sub- 

scripts, which are in turn defined in terms of the sub- 

marine characteristic lengths, dimensionless hydrodynamic 

stability derivatives, etc. in [6]. 

The forces and moments due to rudder deflection and 

to propeller action are dependent upon the engine order, which 

corresponds to discrete propeller rpm values and produces a 

precise forward speed. In the present simulation study it 

is assumed that at time t ■ 0 the submarine is moving forward 

at a specific constant forward speed, which in most cases 

considered herein is 3 kts. No concern is given as to how 

the submarine arrived at that particular speed prior to that 

time, and it is assumed that the engine and propeller are 

stopped at t = 0. The submarine is assumed to move ahead 

and its speed is slightly affected by certain hydrodynamic 

forces, but the predominant influence on the forward speed 

is the longitudinal force due to the propeller when reverse 

engine orders such as "back one-third" (denoted as E 1) or 
"T 

"back two-thirds" (denoted as E 2) are commanded, resulting 
"I 

in a continous reduction of forward speed following the 

application of the appropriate propeller action. 

For the case of zero or "back" engine orders 
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«11 of the rudder force and t—at terms have no dependence 

in for» on the precise engine order. Thus we have the 

following representations for E ., £ 1, and E 2: 

X<4 « -0.88 - 0.216u - 0.057n
2 (5) 

T(n,«) « (8.16 - 0.002453)u2 (6) 

»<«,«) « (-1,2104 ♦ 0.517«3)u2 (7) 

where « is Measured in degrees. The direct propeller 

force and nonent terns are 

X_  - -17.5u2 (8) 
X-0 

Xg x » -14,700 - 150.6u + 92.9u
2 - 5.45u3   (9) 

1 

Xg 2 - -33,850 - l,4«8u + 37.9u
2 + 2.57u3   (10) 

1 

¥E  - YE 1 * nB  - «B 1 - ° (11) 

-°   1  -°   -y 

YE 2 " "330(6 + 5> + 6.85(5 + 5)|6 + 5|      (12) 

M   - 51,470(6 + 5) - 850(« + 5) | S  + 5|     (13) 

with 5 measured in degrees in Equations (12) and (13).  It 

can be seen that there is a small negative Y-force and a 

small positive yawing moment (for 6 > -5 ) as a result of 
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2 
propeller action in the -» engine co—and wxe, thereby 

possibly assisting a port landing (the port side of the 

submarine in contact with the pier). 

As far £S tug forces are concerned, the tog thrust 

values are +7,500 lb. in the +» engine order of the tug and 

2 
+14,900 lb. in the +* engine order of the tag, as discussed 

in the previous section. The forces applied to the subma- 

rine depend upon the attitudes and locations of the tugs 

relative to the submarine when they are in contact and tug 

action is commanded. To account for the additional resistance 

force of the tugs, an increment of approximately 20% of the 

submarine hull force in the axial direction is added so that 

X^, ■ 0.2 I XjU + X2u|u| + X3v2 + X4vr J + X_ 

where X-, represents the tug force in the axial direction 

of the submarine according to the tug engine orders, as well 

as the orientation of the tugs relative to the submarine. 

The lateral force due to the tugs depends upon the engine 

order and the orientation of the tugs relativ^ to the subma- 

rine, with a maximum lateral force of almost 30,000 lb. being 

available for moving the submarine sideways. Similarly the 

yaw moment due to the tug is also determined by engine order 

and orientation of the tug, but it is also affected signi- 

ficantly by the locations of the tugs since these locations 

determine the moment arms. Maximum distances of 120 ft. 
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from the submarine CG (origin of body axis coordinate syste~) 

were allowed in this study. 

The numerical values of various coefficients used 

in this study for the SSH submarine are given bel0\'1': 

m = 272 X 10
3

• I = 1.33 X 10 9 ; K = 1.13; KD = 4.5: I zz Drn 

X· = -8.98 X 10 3 ; xl = -36, x2 = -60.7; X = 204; u 3 

.. = 455 X 103 : y • = -255 X 10 3 ; yl = -156.7 X 103 ; ""'~· v 

y7 = -3.17 X 103 ; H· = -8.12 X 108 ; N7 = -152 X 10
9

• r 
, 

H8 = -257 X 10
3

; H9 = -404 X 10
3

; NlO = -165 X 103 ; 

Nll = -148 X 10
3 ; 

Hith all dimensions in the pound-foot-second unit systems. 

Values of oth~r hydrodynamic coefficients due to the rudder 

and the propeller have been presented for the SSN submarine 

in Equations (5) - (13). 

All of the numerical values presented ab\lve ,.,ere 

obtained from the results of mode~ experiments [6] perforned 

on a representative SSN submarine model. No information \'las 

obtuined or presented in [6] for the SSBN submarines, but 

values ~.,rere found for use in the present investigation by 

"scaling" the values outlined·above so that they become 

representative of the true values. The mass and moment of 

inertia in ym·T are simply found from kno\-Tledge of the c1is-

placement and '!.0ngth of SGBH-616 class submarines. Since 
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the same nuclear propulsion plant is assumed for each class 

of nu~lear submarine, the forces due to propeller action 

are the same as ~iven in Equations (S) - (13) for the SSN 

submarines. The added mass and hull hydrodynamic force factors 

KDm and I~ due to shallm-1 water effects are the sa!'le for the 

SSDN as for the SSN, since the drafts and local water depths 

are the sa.ne in each case. The added mass terms Xu, Yv and 

?\::. for the SSBU ~-1ere determined by assu."Tting the same ratio 

to the actual body ~ss as in the SSN case. The various 

hydrodynar.tic terms '"ere assmned to contain the same diMension-

less stability derivativ2 values for each type of submarine, 

but the values of the coefficients in the equations \·Tere 

increased by a~propriate powers of the ratios of the vessel 

lengths, Nhere this ratio is denoted as ).. Thus the quan-

tities x1 , x1 , the hydrodynamic part of x4 , Y1 , Y7 , and N11 
2 

-~·ere scaled up by ). , uhile x3 is increased by the factor >.. 

The ouanti ties N3 , n9 , and ~\o were scaled up by the factor 

.\ 3 , .::J.nd i·~ 7 \·tas increased by the quantity ). 5 The rudder 

contribution to the longitudinal and lateral forces remainc~ 

the same, t'lhile the yal'l nornent rudder term '·ras increased by 

the factor ). (t-~ith A~l.S in this study) to account for the 

larger moment arm. The b~sic coefficient values used in 

studying the ssm: sut.narines are listed in the follm·Ting: 

X• 
u 

9 = 6.1 X 10 ; ~M = 1.13; K0 = 4.5; 

3 = -21 x 10 ; x1 = -82.9; x2 = -140· X 
I 3 = 310; x4 
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Y- « -557 z 103; Tx « -360 x 10
3; T? - -7.3 x 10

3; 

Kr « -3.72 X 10* ; E? « -12 x 10
11; Kg « -9 x 105; 

S, « -72 x 104; I?10 » -5.8 x 10
5; P.. « -340 x 103; 

with the save system of units as for the SSN case. 

*he equations were progra—ed for solution on a 

POF-9 digital conputer with a numerical scheme using an 

integration time (that was varied in each problem con- 

sidered} ranging fron 0.25 sec. to 1.0 sec. Printout of 

for final trajectory, velocities, etc. was also 

riable for each problem, being either every 10 sec. 

20 sec. The progran was formulated with certain 

capability so that an "interrupt" signal 

could be introduced in order to allot« for inoosed inouts 

deflection (limited to a rate of 6°/sec. 

cueyutacion}; engine can—ads and resultant pro- 

peller forces; and application of tug forces, as well as 

cmammm» in these inputs at various tines during the course 

of a probier solution. 

Oajpetec 

Before conputer production runs, for simulation 

docking in various currents with different 

carried out, certain basic conputer 

to illustrate fund »rental phenomena 

that occcx durimu such low speed maneuvers. For a pier 
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systerc normal to the shoreline (o = 0 in pigure 6), it 

v/as found that the submarine experiences very little for- 

ward speed reduction due to the pure hull hydrodynamic 

forces when it is initially at a 3-kt forward speed. Speed 

reduction was achieved by use of propeller "backing", where 

a retarding force is applied continuously over a 15-second 

time interval until maximum build-up of force is attained. 

The submarine experiences a constant deceleration after 

the force is fully effective, and the time for stopping, 

as well as the distance traveled, are easily estimated by 

simple particle dynamics relations. These estimates 

compared well with the actual computer responses (within 

10 seconds of actual time), so it was concluded that 

propeller thrust alteration has the greatest effect on 

forward speed and distance traveled, and that the tine 

for applying backing commands to the submarine propeller 

can be judged easily durinc a computation in order to 

achieve the reauired stopping distance and positioning. 

Another experimental finding was that the 

rudder was essentially ineffective in achieving any 

significant course change of the submarine at 3 kts 

forward speed, when considering the time and distance 

retirements for docking subsequent to tho conditions at 

time t * 0 (submarine bow located one body length fron 

the outer end of tne pier). Yaw angle changes of about 

5 were found due to rudder deflection for cross-current 
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docking conditions, and eves in that cas* it may c—■ 

difficulties because the ship's turning notice rast be 

halted in order to arrive at a successful decking 

rudder action ^as not used in these standard 

simulations, and the submarine essentially maintains its 

initial hearing, disregarding hull hydrodyni 

a large enough yaw mement, such as that due to tugs, is 

applied. In the case of the sawtooth pier arrangement, 

the longer tine of travel »Mid,  in the case of ebb currents, 

the larger submarine forward speed perrits greater infIn- 

ence on control to be achieves by application of the 

rudder. 

The nathod of analysis used La this study 

the steady current to produce a drifting component of 

submarine in the direction of the current. !"ith little 

lateral body velocity of the submarine itself, together will 

the almost constant forward speed of the submarine for nest 

of its cross-river motion, the submarine trajectory is 

essentially geometrically dcterrJLned. Thus, the submarine 

trajectory can be estimated fairly well for most of its 

length across the river, with the only important deviations 

occurring due to reversing the suhvariae propeller and/or 

applying forces and roments via the tugs. As an cai/ple, 

considering a pier normal to the shoreline, the location 

of the initial point (at t = 0) is estimated by assuci?ig. 
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for the case cf a 1-kt ebb current and >-*t 

that the m&mmxzm  trajectory will be pri—rily at 

o        -11 angle of about 18  (i.e. tan  «I with respect, te 

pier orientation. The heading of the ship is 

parallel to the «Sock, and the reeuired c)eu«x? of 

bow then provides the necessary infortsatioe for s<rl« 

the initial upstrean Ifor ebb current} location for the 

start of the cocking naneuver trajectory. 

All of these sinple results «ere obtciner fror 

various coeaputer experimental runs. They verified sere 

of our original concepts anC, in addition, szevidec insAgfcr 

into the important physical pbenonena that influence ttds 

particular probier:. Detailed solutions for a aaarf--er of 

particular cases ccaprising: pier arrangenents oriestee 

noraal to the shoreline, at angles • up to *5° fro* the 

shoreline, and for the proposed sawtooth arrangement, are 

discussed in the next section of the report. Soletions 

were obtained for currents, both ebfr- and flood« ranging 

fron 0.5 kts to 3 kts, for both SSB and SSET  type svCmm- 

rines, with consideration of both port and starboard 

landings. Vhe results are presented in graph forr in 

Figures ? - 2S, with sufficient explanation on each graph 

to illustrate: environ—ntal conditions; control action 

via reader, propeller, or tug; suhrarine orientation and 

clearances; space remiirenents; etc. Discussion of these 
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results, together with an interpretation of their inrplications 

in regard to future construction of the submarine base water- 

front, are presented in the following sections. 

DISCUSSION OF RfcSULTS 
—■■■■   m —■   !■    IUJI ■■ww'n» 

The following discussion relates to the results 

achieved by conpcter simulation of nuclear submarine landing 

trajectories. ?:.e conclusions that follow are based upon 

alJ t*c  results obtained ar«i not necessarily upon the parti- 

es! *r trajectories that are included in the discussion for 

iiasstrative purposes. 

Figures 7 - 15 sheer selected cosputer trajectories 

for the SS:*-type nuclear subaarine.  In each case, the 

pier was perpendicular to t>.e axis of the channel and the 

drift rate due to current was countered by application of 

tag aad/or ship power, as appropriate, to affect a landing. 

3ec*as*  the 3uaraarine is initially oriented perpendicular 

to VTJC cm least {and channel axis), the resulting syssoetry 

does cot distinguish between ehh and flood currents. That 

is, an ebb evrrest t^odd have the sane effect on a landing 

soatJi of the pier as the sa>^c flood current would have en 

a landing north of the pier. Thus, the two trajectories 

wodd be the sase. For sir->licity of discussion, the 
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absolute direction of the current is discarded and the 

landing is referred to as either starboard (when that side 

of the submarine is against the pier) or port. 

A current of 1/2 kt resulted in the trajectories 

shown in Figures 7 and 0. In the port landing (Figure 7), 

the tugs were used to slow the submarine and counter the 

current. In the starboard landing (Figure 8), ship power 

was used to reduce forward speed, while the tugs retarded 

drift. The difference in the two trajectories is due to the 

requirement that the submarine clear the pier in the port 

landing and then reverse direction to achieve the landing. 

The minimum space required for landing in the port case 

(Figure 7) comprises the distance from the pier to the 

furthest point on the trajectory plus half the beam of the 

submarine plus the space occupied by the tugs« If tug 

space is estimated at about 100 feet, the line to the right 

of the trajectory maximum represents the distance occupied 

by the submarine-tugboat system during landing.  In this 

case, the space required is about 160 feet which is just 

about what is needed under present conditions. 

In the case of the starboard landing (Figure 8), 

it is required to clear the pier on the left (not shown). 

Thus, the position of the submarine when its bow reaches 

the end of the pier is the appropriate place to estimate 

the space occupied by the smbmarine tugboat systec, about 
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160 feet, as shown in Figure 8. 

From Figures 7 and 8, it is seen that the space 

required to land SSN-type nuclear submarines, in a 0.5-kt 

current, is not much less than is presently available. 

Indeed, if another submarine were already berthed in the 

slip at the opposite pier, landing would be quite difficult, 

because the tugs could not freely be oriented perpendicular 

to the submarine, if desired. 

The situation just described, as simulated for a 

0.5-kt current, appears to represent what might be expected 

in what is known as a "slack water" landing, under present 

operating conditions. The results suggest that currents up 

to 0.5 kts will tax the efficacy of the present slip width, 

for the purpose of berthing nuclear submarines. 

ilhen the current is increased to 1 kt, the landing 

becomes considerably more difficult. Figure 9 shows a port 

landing where submarine power was utilised (S 1 at the *) 

to reduce forward speed to zero, at the moment of landing, 

while the tugs were oriented perpendicular to the submarine 

to obtain maximum reduction of current drift force. In 

Figure 10, no submarine power was utilised, but the tugs were 

angled at 20° to the horizontal, in order to slow the sub- 

narine and to change trajectory. It is clear fron rigures 9 

and 10 that the use of tugs alone to produce both lateral and 

longitudinal forces results in a much larger space requirenent. 
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For the 1-kt starboard landing (Figure 11), both tug and 

submarine power are used, and it is seen that the space 

requirement is about the same as for the port landing 

(Figure 9). In general, a reasonably good landing would 

require about 185 feet of space, while a poor landing 

(Figure 10) could take as much as 230 feet. 

With a current of 2 kts, it is mandatory to utilize 

both tug and ship power and as seen in Figures 12 and 13, it 

becomes increasingly difficult to overcone the current. 

Figures 14 and 15 show the effects of a 3-kt current and it 

is quite clear that it would be impossible to berth one such 

nuclear submarine, let alone two or more in the sane slip, 

unless considerable space is provided. 

From the results of the experiments on perpendicu- 

lar piers, it appears that the current imparts considerable 

lateral momentum to the submarine. In fact, for 2- and 3-kt 

currents, the submarine is almost unmanageable; the slip-width 

requirements are prohibitive. However, except for spring 

freshets, currents above 1 kt are expected to be uncommon. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the space needed for 

the 1-kt condition as a possible design criterion. 

From the results of Figures 9 and 11, it was found 

that for the conditions tested, a space of 185 feet was 

required, for generally good landings. If 200 feet is 

accepted as a basic figure that includes some poor landings, 
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then 250 feet would be an appropriate slip width if another 

submarine were already berthed at the adjacent pier, and to 

include a third submarine (nesting), 205 feet is considered 

to be the appropriate slip width. 

The estimated slip width requirements, for different 

imposed currents, in the perpendicular-pier case are summa- 

rized in Table I. 

Table I. Estimated Slip Widths Required for Berthing 

Huclear Submarines in Perpendicular Pier 

Orientation 

SSH SSBH 

Current (kts) 

Estimated Space (ft.) 

Slip Ilidth (2 subs) 

Slip Width (3 subs) 

At each current speed, the average space required to make a 

good landing is estimated from the computer trajectories. 

To account for a reasonable number of poor landings, the space 

required is enlarged by an amount approximately equal to 

one standard deviation. Thus, the second row in Table I 

represents the space required to make most landings. Since 

provision must be made for at least two submarines in each 

slip, the third row provides for this accommodation by 

including the beam of another submarine, and an additional 

modest space of about 15 feet for clearance. The fourth 

0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 

175 200 270 365 200 250 400 

225 250 320 415 250 300 450 

260 285 355 450 285 335 485 
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row shows the space required for nesting a third submarine 

by including an additional 35 feet. It is obvious that the 

estimates shown in Table I are the minimum necessary to 

accomplish the specified berthing; no "safety factor* is 

included. 

Figures 16 - 21 show the results obtained for the 

SS3M type in a perpendicular berthing at 0.5, 1, and 2 hts. 

Since the SSBN type is larger, it develops nore lateral 

momentum and is more difficult to control in currents than 

is the SSH type. Because of the difference in size, the 

SSBiJ type requires correspondingly more space to clear the 

pier than does the SSN type under the same experimental 

conditions. To estimate the slip width required to berth 

the SSBK type in perpendicular piers, consider Figures 13 

and 19, for the 1-kt current. If the basic space required 

to berth one submarine is about 250 feet, then corresponding 

to the procedure used for the SSE type, two submarines would 

require 300 feet and three submarines (one nested) would 

take a slip width of 335 feet to accoraaodate then. 71-us, 

if it were necessary to provide accommodation for both 

classes of submarines, the estimates for the SSB2? type 

would be given primary consideration. The space require- 

ments for SSBH submarines are also summarised in Table I. 

IJhen the pier is incline! to the axis of the 

channel, as it presently is, the component of the current 
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on the beam of the submarine is reduced. If the current is 

ebbing, there is a component opposing the for\'lard motion of 

the submarine: if the current is flooding, there is a com

ponent in the same direction as the fonrard motion of the 

submarine. Figures 22 - 25 show landings of the SSN-type 

submarine in both ebb and flood currents when the piers are 

oriented at 30° and 45°. 

At an orientation of 30°, which is approximately 

the present pier orientation, the combination of rudder, 

tugs, and ship l.JO\orer produces the trajectory sho\'ln in 

Figure 22, for an ebb current of 1 kt. For a flood current 

of 1 kt, the trajectory ~hm-1n in Figure 23-is achieved. 

The space required for berthing is on the order of 165 feet 

and is less than required in the corresponding perpendicular 

cases (Figures 9 and 11). These numbers apply only to the 

cases shmm. 

':Yhen the orientation is increased to 45°, the 

current on the beam is further diminished and the landings 

in both ebb and flood currerts take still less space (Figures 

24 ancl 25). 1Im-1ever, the space saved (10 feet) probably 

does not warrant a change in orientation, if the conventional 

berthing arrangement is retained. 

In the case of present berthing (about 30°), it 

'"as found that the basic space re("mirement for the SSN-type 

submarine is 180 feet. Therefore, about 230 feet is required 
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to bertr 2 submarines in a 1-kt current, and if nestir-~ is 

considered, 2 (5 feet t'lill accoml":'!odate three subr.1arines. 

It has been pointec out that the current in the 

'l'hames channel is rarely expected to excec~ 1 kt. It is 

t!.~reforc reasonable to consider t'lP.terfront design con-

strained by this condition rather than the infrequent lar0er 

current that is experienced during the spring that'l. '.i'herc-

fore, Table II was constructed to provide the basis for 

realistic consiucration of redesign. 

Table II. r:stimatec1 Slio !·:it~.ths Recruirec1 fer D~Fthinc;I, 

Nuclear Submarines at Different Pier Oricn-

tat ions in a l~I~not Current 

ssr~ ssm! 

.1:' J.er 1'.n9 h~ (degrees) (J Ju 45 0 30 45 

Estima·ted Soace (ft.) 200 180 170 250 200 190 

Slip T·Jidth (2 subs) 250 230 220 300 250 240 

Slip Fidth (3 subs) 205 265 255 335 '"')('\t::' 
£.v.::> 275 

'.i'ubles I and II may be consultec to determine the 

effect of varying current and/or pier angle in the spnce 

required for the hro s~bmarine classes consideret"t. 

The computer experiments relating to the sa·1.-1tooth 

concept '!.Jere designed to test the hypothesis that the sub-

marine could be adequately controlled to achieve successful 

landing in flood anu ebb currents by applying rudder, ship 

poNer, and tug pouer •. Pigurcs 26 and 27 shm·r t'·ro such cas.:~s 

• 
f . . 
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'"here a 1-kt head current pre!';C:.: :~ ';tas an initial forl·rard 

spee(l of 4 kts for the :JSN-type nuclear submarine. 

In Figure 26, an initial setting of 30° right 

rudder inQuces deviation of course after 200 feet of travel. 

As the submarine approaches the berth, 1/3 reverse tug 

poHer is applied fore and aft, with the tugs at 45° as shm-m 

in the insert. This combination of tugs and rudder is suff-

cient to ease the SSN into the proper berthing orientation 

and to reduce th~ fon>~arc1 speed to zero (in -conjunction 't'lith 

the opposing current). The arrous shm·r successi•Je positions 

of the submarine as it is berthed adjacent to another submarine. 

Figure 27 shmofs another landing of the SSN type 

under the sru~e conditions. In this case, the rudder is again 

at right 30°, but at the point denoted by*, ship backing 

poHer ..)f 1/3 is applied to reduce speed, and 1/3 back tug 

!.J0\·7er (bm·i tug only) is ap!_:>lied as shown. The l.'':!SUlt is 

a landing similar to that shown in Figure 26. The combination 

of rudder, shi~ power, and tugs appears to make landing rela-

t·ively uncomplicated in a 1-kt current initially on or near 

the boH. For currents of smaller magnitude, subr.tarine control 

is found to be even easier to achieve, as might be expected. 

For greater head ?urrents, it becomes difficult 

to hold the submarine, once the current is permitted to 

develop an appreciable component on the beam and, in this 

case, the landing can be dangerous. This is shmm in 

-oCEANICS":"; 
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Figure 28, Hhere the ship speed of 5 kts and a 30° right 

rudder are the initial conditions in a 2-kt he~d ~urrent. 

Soon after the submarine deviates from the currc.:~'t hoeadi.ng, 

the bm·r tug at 1/3 bacl~ is employed to restore heading, at 

point P.... Failinc- to do so, the bow-tug po\'Ier is increased 

to 2/3 back at n. The submarine lateral motion is already 

1.Jnstable and it becomes impossible to overcome the lateral 

momentum. The submarine continues to rotate and to move 

laterally with little loss of momentum. 

It became apparent, during computer experi~enta-

tion, that the key to docking successfully, in head currents, 

'"as to keep the bow hm1ded into the <;urrent as much ns 

possible. Thi~ is not difficult to accomplish in currents 

up to 1 kt, but at 2 kts it can be troublesome, as shm·m 

in Figure 2S, even though so~e successful dockings were 

achieved at 2 kts. It should be borne in mind that for the 

·::'urposes of this experiment, it ,.ras assumed that the 2-kt 

current exists over all space. If there is any sheltering 

in the vicinity of the piers, control is improved considerably. 

In a follC'~.ring current of 1 kt, the fon1ard ship 

speed of 2 !~ ts prescribes a much larger travel distance to 

e..:fect control. Figure 29 shm-1s such a docking of the SSH 

type at a sa\-Ttooth pier. Initially, 30° right rudder is 

cor~nded, and the bow and stern tugs apply 2/3 power in 

opposite directions to a'ssist the clocbotise rotation Hhich 

-oCEANICS;::"; 
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is nm·T desirable. From A to n, the rudder is restored to 

0 and the bmv and stern-tug power is reduced to 1/3. At 

n, the submarine applies 1/3 back pmo~er to achieve zero 

speed at point C, the l_cmcling site. 

Although the rudde:.t: is not very effective in 

follm·ring currents, the tendency is for the current to create 

stability anc1 :::esist deviation of submarine heading. Conse-. ~ ·-

quently, control is not overly difficult to achieve in follo,.,

ing curTfnts. 

In general, it may be said that the experiments 

described here suggest that sal'ltooth berthing of nuclear 

submarines can be achieved in the environment of the Thames 

channel, under expected current conditions, with the techni

ques presently used. The tendency to resist deviation from 

initial orientation makes this mode of landing potentially 

easier than the head-current case. In any event, landing 

at or belm-r 1 kt is not expected to create handling diffi

culties regardless of current direction. Landings in head 

currents above 2-kts could be dangerous. However, such 

conditions are not expected to occur at times other than 

that of the annual spring thau. 

All of the foregoing discussion on berthing of 

SSH-type submarines in the sa'\-Ttooth confiCJuration ,.,ere 

found to apply in the case of the SSDN-type submarine. 

Consequently, corresponding examples were not included. 

-ocEANICS'= 
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CONCLUSIOnS 

This study is comprised of many facets each of 

'~hich has contributed something to the overall under-
. •-' ~- ·- . 

standing of the problem and to its solution. The follat-dng 

conclusions have been distilled from all of the information 

gleaned from: literature surveys, data collection, per

sonal intervie\>rs, and computer experiments. 

1. Of all the environmental factors that inhibit 

landing of nuclear submarines, current is 

believed to be hy far the most dominant. 

Although the current rarely exceeds 1 kt, 

even a small current on the beam makes 

present landing diffi~ult. 

2. The results for the 0. 5-kt current case shm·r 

space requirements not unlike those required in 

present landing operations. This reinforces 

the suggestion that even during "slack water" 

periods currents are present that hamper lanQing 

operations. __ _ 

3. If nuclear submarine landings had to be made in 

all current conditions, it is doubtful that the 

present berthing arrangement, ~'lith limited slip 

width, ,.;rould be satisfactory. 

4. Regardless of tile berthing arrangement, tug 

-oCEANICS::;. 
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attendance is-mandatory, so long· as any trace 

of current exists. 

5. As the angle of the pier is deviated from a 

position perpendicular to the current, control 

of the subMarine improves. Optimum pier 

orientation is achieved, when the $Ubmarine 

c:an align itself most nearly parallel to the 

current, upon ingress. 

6. Tha sawtooth berthing concept provides. the 

easiest submarine handling situation at and 

below 1.5-kts head current and up to 2-kts 

follm-1ing current. 'l'his accounts for almost 

all current conditions. 

7. Ease of handling achieved in sawtooth berthing 

\~ill permit nesting of 2 submarines in each berth. 

8. If the present berthing arrangement is retained, 

a simple expedient to accommodate nuclear sub

marines could be achieved by removin0 every other 

pier. This ~rould provide space t~_berth a third 

submarine in each slip, but landing in a 1-kt 

current that causes the subr.arine to l"'~ar dm-rn on 

one already dockea will probably increase the 

incidence of ulcers among skippers. 

9. The optimum slip width, in the present berthing 

orientation, is about 230 feet for SSN-type 

-oCEANICS::": 
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submarines and about 250 feet for SSBt~-type 

submarines (\-li thout rnul tiple berthing) • 

RECOI111ENDATIONS 

nased upon the results and conclusions of this 

study, and upon the practical aspects of this particular 

sitlJation, the follol'ring recommendations are made~ 

1. The present orientation may be retained, if the 

slip width is increased to 230 feet, to berth 

t'!.m submarines of the SSN type. The piers 

should be lengthened to accommodate the longest 

nuclear submarine expected ano the aft ends of 

the piers should be indented to house stern 

planes. Also, the pier ends should be buffered 

to ~inimize possible collision damage. 

2. The optimum slip \..ridth given above applies to 

berthing of 2 submarines in each slip. !lultiple 

berthing is not recommended in this pier orienta

tion. 

3. If the present orientation is reta :.ned and if the 

recommended slip width is adopted, the berthing 

arrangement would be suitable for landings in 

currents up to 1 kt. If higher currents are 

-oCEANICS:; 
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present, landing in this orientation is not 

recommended« 

4. It is recodoended that the sawtooth berthing 

arrangement be adopted in the space now occupied 

by piers 1-9. The sawtooth provides easier 

ingress in head currents up to about 1.5 kts 

and in following currents up to about 2 kts. 

If 2 submarines are nested in each berth, then 

the requirements for housing nuclear submarines 

are ne_ i'4). 

5. If the sawtooth concept is adopted as recon- 

aended, then the rest of the piers nay be used 

to aceoncodate conventional subnarines.  If 

that is  the case, no change in slip width or 

pier length is required. However, it 

reasonable chat perhaps cee vide slip, as 

teoara«ended in 1. above should also be 

included vitfe t:« sawtooth arrangement. 

JsCJT'Of "LEDOfSHTS 

Ix order to carry out the stuiy reported here, 
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have been virtually impossible to accumulate the infor- 

mation necessary to fully understand the problem and to 

arrive at a reasonable solution. 
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Figure 6 Reference frames on submarine (x,y); drifting 
fluid inertial frame (x., y-); and fixed inertial 

reference frame (xQ,y0), illustrating geometric 

arrangements. 
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Figure 7. SSN type; port landing in 0.5-kt current at perpendicular 
pier. 
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Figure 8.  SSN type; starboard landing in 0.5-kt current at 

perpendicular pier. 
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/0O goo 
Figure 9. SSN type; port landing in 1-kt current at perpendicular 

pier. 
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Figure 10, SSN type; port landing in 1-kt current at perpendicular 

pier. Submarine power not utilized. 
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SSN type; starboard landing in 1-kt current at perpendicular 
pier. 1 
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Figure 14. SSN type; port landing in 3-kt current at perpendicular 

pier. 
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Figure 15. SSN type; starboard landing in 3-Jct current at perpendicular 

pier. 
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Figure 17. SSBN type; starboard landing in 0.5-kt current at 
perpendicular pier. 
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Figure 18. SSBN type; port landing in 1-kt current at perpendicular 

pier. ! 
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SSBR typ«; starboard landing in 1-kt current at 
parpandiealar pier. 
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Figure 20. SSBN type; port landing in 2-kt current at perpendicular 

pier. 
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Figure 21. 

Coo 
SSBN type; starboard landing in 1-kt current at 
perpendicular pier. 
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Figure 22 SSN 637 type submarine; port landing in 
1-kt ebb current; pier orientation 30°. 
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Figure 23 SSN 637 type submarine; starboard landing in 
1-kt.flood current; pier orientation 30*. 
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Figiare 24     SSS 437 type ss£B»ri?>e;  $C-TZ  laaif ;?>;  rz. 
1-ki  eäjfc raarrea-t;   pier oric-»«!« 45". 
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Figure 25 SSS (37 type stiftmarine: starboard landing in 
1-kt flood ccrrest; pier orientation 45°. 
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Figure 26 Sawtooth berthing of SSN type submarine in 
1-kt head current; case a. 
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Figure 27 Sawtooth berthing of S5J* type submarine i: 
1-fct head current; case b. 
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Figare 2f    Unsuccessful   sawtooth berthing of an SSN type 
sisfaraarine  in 2 2-kt head current. 
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Figure 29  Sawtooth berthing of SSN type submarine in 
1-kt following current. 
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